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ABSTRACT

Aims. In order to check the astrometric solution quality, dependences of parallaxes and proper motions on precision, reliability, and
consistency of sample solutions are studied for the quasars in the celestial reference frame of the second release of Gaia data (Gaia-
CRF2).
Methods. Astrometric statistics (the number of visibility periods, the semi-major axis of the astrometric five-dimensional error ellipse
σ5d,max, the unit weight error u, the correlation coefficients ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $) were selected to serve as indicators of the solution
qualities of quasars. The dependences of the astrometric parameters, parallaxes and proper motions, on these indicators are evaluated.
We also investigated mean values of astrometric statistics in equal-area spherical cells to study the impact of the scanning law.
Results. The astrometric parameters of quasars with fewer than 9 or more than 18 visibility periods show a departure from the
global average. Moreover, the mean values of astrometric parameters of the most precise sources deviate from the others. Astrometric
parameters are stable for those quasars fitting the five-parameter model well. The correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $ obtained
from the astrometric solutions show a generally ideal distribution for the full sample. Spherical-cell mean values of these correlation
coefficients are found to have a centrally asymmetric distribution. Distributions of two correlation coefficients are found to correlate
with the number of visibility periods. The quasars with visibility periods in the domain [13, 16], with ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $ generally
well-distributed have more reliable astrometric parameters. Magnitudes and colours are found to have little influence on the irregular
patterns of the correlation coefficients.
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1. Introduction
The Gaia celestial reference frame (Gaia-CRF) is a rotation-
free celestial reference frame in the visible wavelengths built by
the European Space Agency’s Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration
2016) with its axes fixed with respect to distant extragalactic
objects like quasars. The second release of data from Gaia (Gaia
DR2, Gaia Collaboration 2018a) contains the entire astrometric
data for more than half a million quasars (Gaia Collaboration
2018b). These sources and their positions in Gaia DR2 are a
version of the Gaia-CRF called Gaia-CRF2. Gaia Collaboration
(2018b) found that the accuracy of Gaia-CRF2 matches the cur-
rent radio frame of the International Celestial Reference Frame
(ICRF).

Astrometric properties of Gaia-CRF2 are crucial for the
Gaia mission. Quasars with extremely small parallaxes are ideal
for checking astrometric properties. Meanwhile, proper motions
of quasars are nominally zero if the global pattern from the
Galactic aberration is not considered. By “Galactic aberration”,
we mean the change in aberration over decade time scales due
to the rotation of our Galaxy (MacMillan et al. 2019; Liu et al.
2012; Kovalevsky 2003). It is necessary to take the Galac-
tic aberration into consideration while checking quasar proper
motions.

Lindegren et al. (2018) listed the selection criteria of these
quasars. They analysed the parallaxes of these quasars and
found −0.029 mas as the global zero point of the parallaxes.
Spatial correlations of parallax uncertainties as well as proper
motions on different scales were also estimated. They also intro-
duced many quality indicators in Gaia DR2 to provide us with

information on the precision, reliability, and consistency of these
quasars.

Petrov et al. (2019) analysed systematic differences in the
positions and proper motions of a group of these quasars with
respect to very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) and found
that nine percent of matched sources have significant position
offsets. They explained proper motions of outliers as a manifes-
tation of the source position jitter caused by flares. These outliers
are more likely to associate with a high chi square per degree of
freedom.

Main concerns of this work are systematic dependences of
the astrometric parameters, parallaxes, and proper motions asso-
ciated with various quality indicators. We analysed the spatial
distributions of quality indicators differently. Common struc-
tures in spatial distributions of indicators were explored.

2. Quality indicator for reliability

Gaia Collaboration (2018b) selected a sample containing
556869 Gaia DR2 sources that they called Gaia-CRF2 (see
also, Lindegren et al. 2018). The selection criteria are listed in
Sect. 5.2, Eq. (14) of Lindegren et al. (2018). In the following
sections, we systematically use this quasar sample or its subset.

The first selection criterion of Lindegren et al. (2018) puts a
constraint on astrometric_matched_observations (number
of field-of-view transits of the source used in the astrometric solu-
tion) to remove these astrometrically poorly observed sources.
Compared to this statistic, visibility_periods_used
(number of visibility periods of the source) is a better indicator
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Fig. 1. Relation between the number of visibility periods and field-of-
view transits (matched observations) per quasar in Gaia-CRF2. Like
Fig. 2 of Lindegren et al. (2018), a small random number was added to
the integer number of visibility periods to widen the vertical bars. The
black line through each bar shows the location of the median. The red
solid line is equal to 1.8 times the visibility periods.

of an astrometrically well-observed source (Lindegren et al.
2018). The relation between these two parameters for a random
subset of about 2.5 million sources was presented in Fig. 2
of Lindegren et al. (2018). For all quasars in Gaia-CRF2, the
relation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The median values in the plot
are roughly equal to 1.8 times the visibility period. This fact
just tells us that an average sequence of observations during
a visibility period comprises, in general, almost two observa-
tions, one in the preceding field of view (FOV), and one in
the following FOV. There are many sources with more than
10 transits concentrated in a few visibility periods. The statistic,
astrometric_matched_observations, is thus not suitable as
an indicator of the solution reliability. We studied the variation of
the astrometric parameters of quasars with respect to the number
of visibility periods.

2.1. Astrometric parameters to be investigated

The full quasar sample was divided into several subsets accord-
ing to the quality indicator value. For each subset, we studied
the properties of astrometric parameters, parallaxes, and proper
motions of the featured quasars.

2.1.1. Parallaxes

Given that quasars have nominally zero parallaxes, we investi-
gated the mean parallax of each subset, $. The standard devia-
tions of the normalised debiased parallaxes, ($ − $)/σ$, were
also calculated to trace systematic dependences.

2.1.2. Normalised proper motion difference Xpm

The basic idea of the normalised proper motion difference
Xpm is inspired by Mignard et al. (2016; see their Eq. (4) and
Appendix B). Proper motions of quasars, µα∗ and µδ, are nom-
inally zero due to their extremely small parallaxes. The nor-
malised proper motion difference Xpm describes the difference
between proper motions given in Gaia DR2 and the nominally
zero proper motions. For a group of quasars with Gaussian
errors, the theoretical distribution of this quantity depends on
the standard deviation of proper motion, σµα∗ and σµδ , as well as
the degree of correlation between µα∗ and µδ. Taking the corre-

lation coefficient ρµα∗ , µδ into consideration, we have the statistic
X2
pm written as:

X2
pm = ∆µT Σ−1 ∆µ

=

[
∆µα∗
∆µδ

]T [
σ2
µα∗

ρµα∗ , µδσµα∗σµδ
ρµα∗ , µδσµα∗σµδ σ2

µδ

]−1 [
∆µα∗
∆µδ

]
,

(1)

where the vector

∆µ =

[
∆µα∗
∆µδ

]
= µGaia − µapparent =

[
µα∗,Gaia − µα∗,apparent
µδ,Gaia − µδ,apparent

]
. (2)

The apparent proper motion µapparent is nominally 0 for every
quasar. We expect X2 to follow the chi-squared distribution with
two degrees of freedom for Gaussian errors. Therefore, the nor-
malised proper motion difference Xpm is expected to have a stan-
dard Rayleigh distribution. Furthermore, we can accept that the
apparent proper motions µapparent are affected by the global pat-
tern from the Galactic aberration. Then, we have:

µapparent =

[
µα∗,apparent
µδ,apparent

]

=

[
− sinα cosα 0

− cosα sin δ − sinα sin δ cos δ

] G1
G2
G3

 , (3)

where (G1,G2,G3) are components of the glide vector in the
ICRS (see their Eq. (64) and (65) Mignard & Klioner 2012). A
typical glide vector directed towards the Galactic centre with a
magnitude of 5.8 µas yr−1, or (−0.32,−5.07,−2.81) µas yr−1 is
used hereinafter (MacMillan et al. 2019; Titov & Krásná 2018;
Titov & Lambert 2013). The standard deviation of 1.09 for µα∗
(1.11 for µδ) is used to correct the given uncertainty in Gaia DR2
(see their Fig. 10 Gaia Collaboration 2018b).

As mentioned above, the normalised proper motion differ-
ence Xpm should follow a standard Rayleigh distribution for
quasars with Gaussian errors. For a subset of quasars, the proper
motions are more likely to be non-zero if the mean value of Xpm
is larger than 1.253 (the mean value of a standard Rayleigh distri-
bution), considering the deviation. The proper motions of these
quasars are probably under-estimated if the mean value is less
than 1.253.

The actual distribution of the normalised proper motion dif-
ference Xpm for the full sample is plotted in Fig. 2. The distribu-
tion follows, very closely, a standard Rayleigh distribution up
to Xpm values of 3.5. As indicated by the distribution of Xpm,
the magnitude effect is almost fully absorbed by the normalisa-
tion. This leads to a similar conclusion that for the full quasar
sample, the Gaia accuracy is dominated by the photon noise
(Gaia Collaboration 2018b).

Table 1 presents some statistics concerning three distribu-
tions. Distribution A stands for the distribution of the normalised
proper motion difference Xpm between the given proper motions
and the nominally zero proper motions, while distribution B rep-
resents the distribution of Xpm between the given proper motions
and the proper motions affected by the Galactic aberration. Rel-
atively large variances of distributions A and B might be caused
by quasars with the extremely large Xpm. Mean values of distri-
butions A and B coincide well with the standard Rayleigh dis-
tribution. We find that the distribution is almost the same if the
global pattern from the Galactic aberration is taken into consid-
eration. Hereinafter, we used the mean value of the normalised
proper motion difference Xpm between the given proper motions
and the nominally zero proper motions of each subset to trace
systematic dependences.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of normalised proper motion difference Xpm for all
Gaia-CRF quasars in linear scale (top) and logarithmic scale (bottom).
The black curve is a standard Rayleigh distribution.

Table 1. Statistic parameters of different distributions.

Statistic parameters
Mean Median Variance

A 1.2532 1.1678 0.4533
B 1.2533 1.1678 0.4534
C 1.2533 1.1774 0.4292

Notes. A. The distribution of the normalised proper motion differ-
ence Xpm between the given proper motions and the nominally zero
proper motions. B. The distribution of Xpm between the given proper
motions and the proper motions affected by the Galactic aberration.
C. A standard Rayleigh distribution.

2.2. Astrometric parameters against quality indicators

The astrometric parameters, with respect to the number of
visibility periods, are plotted in Fig. 3. Mean values of the nor-
malised proper motion difference Xpmwith the number of visibility
periods greater than 18 deviate from the mean of the full sample.
The mean values of parallaxes also show a slight departure from
the global parallax zero point, −0.029 mas (Gaia Collaboration
2018b). Meanwhile, the standard deviations of the normalised
parallax of the same subsets depart from the global standard
deviation of formal uncertainties, 1.081 (Gaia Collaboration
2018b). This departure may be caused by the decrease in num-
bers of quasars in these subsets as plotted in Fig. 4. A small sub-
set size can also lead to the departure found in the subsets with
fewer than 9 visibility periods.

3. Quality indicator for precision

Quasars with enormous errors in parallax and proper motion are
excluded by conditions (iii)-(iv) (Lindegren et al. 2018). Uncer-
tainties in positions, parallaxes, and proper motions directly
affect the measured precision of quasars. Subsets with differ-
ent levels of precision may have different astrometric properties,
which should be carefully investigated. Since the five-parameter
solution gives the five astrometric parameters as a whole,
we selected astrometric_sigma5d_max (the semi-major axis
of the astrometric five-dimensional error ellipse, hereinafter
denoted as σ5d, max) as the main quality indicator of precision.
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Fig. 3. Top: mean values of parallaxes plotted against number of visibil-
ity periods. Middle: standard deviations of the normalised centred par-
allaxes plotted against the number of visibility periods. Bottom: mean
values of normalised proper motion difference Xpm plotted against the
number of visibility periods. Dashed lines represent the mean values of
the full sample.
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Fig. 4. Sample sizes plotted against number of visibility periods.

Dependences of astrometric parameters on various levels of
precision are illustrated in Fig. 5. Quasars are sorted by σ5d, max
and divided into 56 subsets. Each dot is calculated in bins of
10 000 quasars, except for the last one containing 6869 quasars.
In the top panel of Fig. 5, mean values of parallaxes of sources
with σ5d, max less than 0.75 mas show a slight oscillation around
the global parallax zero point, −0.029 mas. The mean parallax of
10 000 most precise sources deviates from others to some degree.
An extremely large deviation of these precise sources can also be
found in the middle panel. The standard deviation of centred par-
allaxes of this subset reaches 1.140, much greater than 1.081. In
the bottom panel of Fig. 5, large departures from the global mean
can be clearly found in subsets with high precisions (σ5d, max
less than 0.3 mas). The mean value of the normalised proper
motion difference Xpm of 10 000 most precise sources is 1.381
and beyond the frame. Dependences of these parameters are
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Fig. 5. Top: mean values of parallaxes plotted against σ5d, max. Middle:
standard deviations of the normalised centred parallaxes plotted against
σ5d, max. Bottom: mean values of normalised proper motion difference
Xpm plotted against σ5d, max. Dashed lines represent the mean values of
the full sample. Horizontal error bar represents the standard deviation
of σ5d, max in subsets. Sources are sorted by σ5d, max and divided into
subsets. Each dot above is calculated in bins of 10 000 sources, except
for the last one containing 6869 quasars.

similar if we adopt the semi-major axes of the error ellipses
in position or proper motion (see Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2) in
Lindegren et al. 2018) as the indicator.

4. Quality indicator for consistency

Lindegren et al. (2018) proposed that an increased chi-square
can be a good signal of those observations which do not fit the
single-star parallax model very well. Considering that the sam-
ple consists of distant and dim quasars, the unit weight error
u = (χ2/ν)1/2 is qualified for the goodness-of-fit to the five-
parameter model. The unit weight error can be selected as an
indicator of the consistency.

Investigation of subsets with the similar unit weight errors
can reveal the relationship between astrometric parameters and
the goodness of fit to the five-parameter model, as shown in
Fig. 6. Parameters are relatively stable for those quasars well-
fitted to the five-parameter model in the domain [1.0, 1.08].
Some fluctuations can be seen in these panels. For sources fitting
the model poorly (unit weight errors greater than 1.25), mean
values of parallaxes depart from the global parallax zero point,
−0.029 mas. The standard deviations of the normalised centred
parallax and mean values of the normalised proper motion dif-
ference Xpm also show similar departures. Quasars with the unit
weight errors under 0.9 have the mean value of parallaxes greater
than the global parallax zero point, and the mean value of Xpm
smaller than the global mean. It should be noted that the mean
value of the unit weight error of the 10 000 most precise quasars
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Fig. 6. Top: mean values of parallaxes plotted against unit weight error.
Middle: standard deviations of the normalised centred parallaxes plotted
against the unit weight error. Bottom: mean values of normalised proper
motion difference Xpm plotted against the unit weight error. Dashed
lines represent the mean values of the full sample. Horizontal error bar
represents the standard deviation of the unit weight error in subsets.
Sources are sorted by the unit weight error u and divided into subsets.
Each dot above is calculated in bins of 10 000 sources. The greatest
16 869 sources are not displayed due to the axis range.

(the point at the far left in Fig. 5) is 1.078, indicating that most of
these quasars fit the five-parameter model well. However, mean
values of the parallaxes and Xpm largely deviate from the global
means.

5. Spatial distribution of indicators

Detailed spatial distributions of quality indicators can reveal sys-
tematic patterns as function of position on the celestial sphere.
The non-uniform sampling owing to the scanning law can be
reflected by the spatial distribution of the number of visibility
periods, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 7. The middle and
bottom panels of Fig. 7 illustrate the spatial distribution of
σ5d, max and the unit weight error. Some common large-scale
patterns like arcs can be identified in these panels at the same
area on the celestial sphere. The Gaia Collaboration (2018b) pre-
sented similar spatial distributions of the parallaxes and proper
motions of the quasars in their Fig. 11. Exploring common struc-
tures in spatial distributions of the indicators can help us to learn
more about astrometric properties over the celestial sphere.

5.1. Spherical division

With the help of HEALPix (Górski et al. 2005), the celes-
tial sphere is divided into 12288 equal-area spherical cells
of about 1.8 × 1.8 deg2. Spherical cells are numbered and
quasars are assigned to these cells according to their coordinates.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the quasar count in spherical
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Fig. 7. Summary statistics for full quasar sample. Top: number of visi-
bility periods used. Middle: σ5d, max. Bottom: unit weight error u. These
maps use a Mollweide projection in equatorial (ICRS) coordinates, with
origin α = δ = 0 at the centre, and α increasing from right to left. The
values are calculated in spherical cells of about 1.8 × 1.8 deg2. Empty
cells as well as cells with sources no more higher than ten are shown in
dark blue.

cells. There are 11 170 spherical cells containing quasars, with
10 409 spherical cells with more than 10 quasars. The average
quasar number for a spherical cell containing quasars is about 50.
Considering statistical stability, spherical cells with more than
10 quasars are investigated in the following section.

Various spherical-cell sizes of 0.9 × 0.9 deg2 and 3.6 ×
3.6 deg2 had been set to repeat the procedure below. We found
that so long as a spherical cell contains enough quasars (more
than 10 quasars per cell on average), the choice of spherical-cell
sizes hardly effects the outcomes.

5.2. Indicators in a spherical cell

Quasars in a given spherical cell have their own magnitudes,
colour indices, and other physical properties. For a number of
quasars, quality indicators are mainly obtained from the astro-
metric observations. Under the hypothesis that quasars with
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Fig. 8. Distribution of quasar density in 11170 spherical cells. There
are 12288 spherical cells overall, with 11170 cells containing quasars,
10409 cells with more than 10 quasars.
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Fig. 9. Distribution of standard deviation of visibility_periods_
used in 10409 spherical cells. For 8977 cells, about 86% of cells anal-
ysed, standard deviations are smaller than 1.5.

various physical properties have an isotropic and homogeneous
distribution over the celestial sphere, influence on mean val-
ues of indicators produced by physical properties of quasars is
expected to vary slightly from cell to cell. However, spherical
cells are not observed uniformly due to the scanning law. Dif-
ferences between the indicator averages from two spherical cells
are more likely ruled by the scanning law.

For every spherical cell with more than 10 quasars, the
standard deviation of the number of visibility periods is cal-
culated and illustrated in Fig. 9. The standard deviation of
visibility_periods_used for the full sample is 3.5. For
8977 spherical cells, about 86% of spherical cells analysed,
standard deviations are smaller than 1.5. Thus the observation
frequencies of quasars in a spherical cell are in a comparable sit-
uation. After simple calculations, we found that other indicators
in most spherical cells also have much smaller deviations than
the standard deviation of the full sample. We found that other
indicators in most spherical cells also have much smaller devia-
tions than the standard deviation of the full sample. This is a con-
sequence of the spherical division. Within each small HEALPix
pixel, there is no longer the large scatter coming from the sam-
pling. Then mean values of indicators in a spherical cell are
used to trace the systematic effects caused by the scanning law.
Common structures between spatial distributions of two indi-
cators can be demonstrated by the relationships between the
spherical-cell mean values of these indicators.

6. Correlation coefficients ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $
The five-parameter solution provides us with the correlation
coefficient between each pair of parameters. The correlations
between these parameters also play a crucial role in checking
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the overall quality of these quasars. Usually, abnormal correla-
tions between the astrometric parameters could lead to unreliable
solutions. As the parallax and the proper motions are the focus
of this paper, the correlation coefficients parallax_pmra_corr
and parallax_pmdec_corr (hereinafter denoted as ρµα∗ , $ and
ρµδ, $) are thus chosen as additional quality indicators.

Holl et al. (2010) found that astrometric errors in the Gaia
Catalogue can be separated into a star and a spacecraft atti-
tude part, due to the estimation of the star and attitude parame-
ters, respectively. Hence, the covariances between the estimated
astrometric parameters can be separated in a star, a spacecraft
attitude, and a cross term. The effect caused by the spacecraft
attitude is expected to fall off, since quasars are generally uni-
formly distributed over the sky and have similar magnitudes (see
their Eq. (3.5) Holl et al. 2010). Besides the spacecraft attitude,
the non-uniform coverage in the scanning directions for a given
source over the different visibility periods can result in the cor-
relation between astrometric parameters. The spatial distribu-
tions of ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $ in ecliptic coordinates are illustrated
in Fig. 10. The effect of the scanning law is more pronounced at
lower ecliptic latitudes. If a group of quasars are well-observed
and solved in the global astrometric solution, it is natural to
expect that the correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $, are
generally independent and identically distributed from a com-
mon distribution function. Conversely, it is reasonable to infer
the quality of the astrometric solutions from the distribution of
these two coefficients.

6.1. Distributions of ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $

Figure 11 shows the distribution of ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $ for the
whole sample where these two coefficients are generally well-
distributed in the parameter space. Slight radial asymmetries
can be found away from the centre of the figure where there
are only a few quasars. The coefficient ρµδ, $ is slightly biased
towards −0.06 (mean value). The histograms of ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $
present good distributions of both parameters. These distribu-
tions demonstrate that these two coefficients show no sign of
significant correlation.

Figure 12 displays the density map of mean values of ρµα∗ , $
and ρµδ, $ calculated in spherical cells of 1.8 × 1.8 deg2. As seen
in the right panel, the coefficient ρµδ, $ has a bimodal distri-
bution. Compared with Fig. 11, the density map of spherical
cells shows an odd pattern. There are few spherical cells around
(0,−0.1), and spherical cells are more widely dispersed in the
lower part of the panel. This is a hint that astrometric parameters
of quasars in some sky areas may not be well-solved.

6.2. Correlation coefficients against other quality indicators

Density maps of spherical-cell mean values of these correla-
tion coefficients against the parameter σ5d,max, the main qual-
ity indicator of precision, is illustrated in Fig. 13. An obvious
symmetry between the upper and lower parts can be found in
the top panel. More interestingly, the density map of ρµδ, $ with
respect to σ5d, max for these spherical cells is asymmetric, and
obviously biased towards a negative value. For spherical cells
with good precision (mean values of σ5d, max less than 0.8), few
spherical cells gather around the averages of these two coeffi-
cients. These patterns provide us with a clue towards the large
deviation of mean parallax found for the 10 000 most precise
sources (see Fig. 5). The density map of the correlation coeffi-
cients is displayed in Fig. 14 for two subsets. The top panel gives
a centrally asymmetric distribution for the 10 000 most precise

Ecliptic

-0.9 0.9

Ecliptic

-0.9 0.9

Fig. 10. Summary statistics for the full quasar sample. Top: ρµα∗ , $.
Bottom: ρµδ , $. These maps use a Mollweide projection in Ecliptic
coordinates. The values are calculated in spherical cells of about 1.8 ×
1.8 deg2. Empty cells as well as cells with sources no more than 10 are
shown in dark blue.
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Fig. 11. Top and right: probabilitydensityhistogramsofρµα∗ , $ andρµδ , $
of the full quasar sample, respectively. Bottom: density map of the full
quasar sample. The colour bar represents the number of quasars in a pixel.
The black curve represents the curve fitting with a Gaussian model.

sources, while the bottom one shows that these two correlation
coefficients are generally independent and identically distributed
for the top 100 001–110 000 precise sources. The irregular dis-
tribution in the top panel of Fig. 14 suggests parallaxes of these
top precise sources are less credible.
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Fig. 12. Top and right: histograms of mean values of ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $
of the spherical cells, respectively. Bottom: the density map of mean
values of two correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $, calculated in
spherical cells of 1.8 × 1.8 deg2. The colour bar represents the number
of spherical cells in a pixel.
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Fig. 13. Density maps of mean values. Top: ρµα∗ , $ against σ5d, max.
Bottom: ρµδ , $ against σ5d, max, calculated in spherical cells of 1.8 ×
1.8 deg2. The colour bar represents the number of spherical cells in a
pixel.

Considering the scanning law, we also checked the relation-
ship between the number of visibility periods and these corre-
lation coefficients. The diagram in Fig. 15 presents the density
map of mean values of correlation coefficients against the num-
ber of visibility periods for 10 409 spherical cells. Similar sym-
metry is discovered in the distribution of the parameter, ρµα∗ , $,
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Fig. 14. Density map of correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $.
Top: 10 000 most precise sources. Bottom: top 100 001–110 000 precise
sources. The colour bar represents the number of quasars in a pixel.

against the number of visibility periods. For the spherical cells
with fewer than eight visibility periods, the parameter ρµδ, $
are strongly biased to a negative value. The parameter, ρµα∗ , $,
although symmetrically distributed, has a fairly large deviation
from zero. Patterns for spherical cells with the number of visibil-
ity periods greater than 18 are similar to those described above.
Dense zones with mean values of the number of visibility peri-
ods of about 9 can be seen in both panels. Since the dense zone
in the bottom panel is located in a region of positive correla-
tions, astrometric solutions in these spherical cells are less stable.
Patterns found in Fig. 15 can explain the dependence of astro-
metric parameters against the number of visibility periods plot-
ted in Fig. 3. Besides sample sizes of these subsets shown in
Fig. 4, the deviation in Fig. 3 may also be related to the irregular
distribution of ρµδ, $. The density map of the correlation coeffi-
cients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $, is displayed in Fig. 16 for three subsets
with different numbers of visibility periods. Sources with visi-
bility periods in the domain [13, 16] are more likely to be better
solved than sources of the rest subsets under the assumption that
the correlation coefficients are independent and identically dis-
tributed for a group of well-solved solutions.

6.3. Examination of asymmetric distributions

We checked whether the centrally asymmetric distributions
shown in Fig. 16 would bias the astrometric parameters of
quasars. Mean values of the normalised proper motion difference
Xpm are more precise than mean values of the parallaxes, since
Xpm is obtained from two astrometric parameters. Thus, we inves-
tigated Xpm of these subsets. Here, we introduced a new variable

ρµ, $ = [ρ2
µα∗ , $

+ (ρµδ, $ − (−0.06))2]1/2, (4)

where −0.06 represents the mean value of ρµδ, $ of the full sam-
ple. The variable ρµ, $ describes the difference between a quasar
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Fig. 15. Density maps of mean values. Top: ρµα∗ , $ against
visibility_periods_used. Bottom: ρµδ , $ against visibility_
periods_used, calculated in spherical cells of 1.8 × 1.8 deg2. The
colour bar represents the number of spherical cells in a pixel.

and the centre of the density map (see Fig. 11). Then a set of
quasars is divided into two new sets according to ρµ, $. If the
asymmetric distributions have little influence on the astrometric
parameters, mean values of Xpm in all three sets should be coin-
cident with the theoretical mean value of a standard Rayleigh
distribution.

Mean values, as well as their standard deviations of Xpm,
are presented in Table 2. Sample A represents the full sam-
ple. Remaining samples are divided by the number of visibility
periods. Sample B contains 232 318 sources with fewer than 12
visibility periods, while sample C has 169 745 sources with the
number of visibility periods in the domain [13, 16]. Sample D
consists of 67 296 sources with the number of visibility peri-
ods more than 17. It is obvious that for well-distributed samples
(A and C), the mean values of Xpm are stable and close to 1.2533,
the mean value of a standard Rayleigh distribution. Two subsets
of sample B have two distinct mean values of Xpm, while sub-
sets of sample D have mean values close to each other. However,
the mean values of subsets of sample D are not consistent with
the theoretical value considering the uncertainties. Table 2 illus-
trates that sources with visibility periods in the domain [13, 16]
are better solved.

6.4. Magnitude and colour dependences

Here, we presented a simple examination on physical properties,
magnitudes, and colours. The parameter phot_g_mean_mag is
adopted as the magnitude Gmag. The density maps of correlation
coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $, against different magnitudes, are
plotted in Fig. 17. Then, we adopted the parameter bp_rp as the
colour index GBP − GRP (for the definition of these passbands,
see Riello et al. 2018) and plotted density maps of correlation
coefficients against the colour index in Fig. 18. All panels in
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Fig. 16. Density map of correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $.
Top: 232 318 sources with the number of visibility periods under 12.
Middle: 169 745 sources with the number of visibility periods in the
domain [13, 16]. Bottom: 67 296 sources with the number of visibility
periods over 17. The colour bar represents the number of quasars in a
pixel.

Table 2. Statistic parameters of different samples.

All ρµ, $ < 0.25 ρµ, $ > 0.25

Sample size 556 869 217 229 339 640
A Mean of Xpm 1.2532 1.2507 1.2547

Uncertainty of mean 0.0009 0.0014 0.0012
Sample size 232 318 80 995 151 323

B Mean of Xpm 1.2512 1.2451 1.2545
Uncertainty of mean 0.0014 0.0024 0.0017

Sample Size 169 745 68 872 100 873
C Mean of Xpm 1.2525 1.2512 1.2534

Uncertainty of mean 0.0016 0.0025 0.0021
Sample size 67 296 32 935 34 361

D Mean of Xpm 1.2642 1.2648 1.2635
Uncertainty of mean 0.0026 0.0037 0.0036

Notes. A. The full sample. B. 232 318 sources with the number of visi-
bility periods under 12. C: 169 745 sources with the number of visibility
periods in the domain [13, 16]. D: 67 296 sources with the number of
visibility periods over 17.
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Fig. 17. Density map of correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $. Left: sources with the number of visibility periods under 12. Middle: sources
with the number of visibility periods in the domain [13, 16]. Right: sources with the number of visibility periods over 17. The colour bar represents
the number of quasars in a pixel. Top panels and bottom panels: subsets divided by the magnitude, respectively.
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Fig. 18. Density map of correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ , $. Left: sources with the number of visibility periods under 12. Middle: sources
with the number of visibility periods in the domain [13, 16]. Right: sources with the number of visibility periods over 17. The colour bar represents
the number of quasars in a pixel. Top panels and bottom panels: subsets divided by the colour, respectively.

these two figures present similar patterns to those we found in
Fig. 16. In the top-right panel of Fig. 17, even if there are a
few quasars around the panel centre, most of the quasars gather

around the lower part of the panel. It is obvious that sources
with visibility periods in the domain [13, 16] are generally well-
distributed regardless of magnitude or colour.
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7. Discussion and conclusion

Dependences of the astrometric parameters on different quality
indicators are described through the mean parallax, the standard
deviations of the normalised debiased parallaxes, and the nor-
malised proper motion difference Xpm. Some departures of the
astrometric parameters against various indicators are found. The
astrometric parameters of quasars with the number of visibility
periods under 9 or over 18 show a departure from the global aver-
age. Moreover, the mean values of astrometric parameters of the
most precise sources analysed show an obvious deviation from
those of the full sample.

The correlation coefficients, ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $, show a
generally ideal distribution for the full sample. Spherical-cell
averages of ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $ show a centrally asymmetric distri-
bution. Distributions of ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $ with respect to different
quality indicators are studied. These centrally asymmetric distri-
butions give a probable interpretation on departures of the astro-
metric parameters against different indicators. The scanning law
brings an important effect that quasars with the number of visi-
bility periods in the domain [13, 16], with ρµα∗ , $ and ρµδ, $ well
distributed, have more reliable astrometric parameters. Thus, it
is preferable to check the distribution of the correlation coeffi-
cients if the astrometric solutions of a group of quasars are inves-
tigated. Magnitudes and colours of quasars have little influence
on the centrally asymmetric patterns of the correlation coeffi-
cients found.

Due to the limit of the sample, spherical cells near the galac-
tic plane and Magellanic clouds are not investigated. Results
obtained are valid for the quasars and spherical cells analysed.
Besides parallaxes and proper motions, the celestial coordi-
nates may also be affected by the centrally asymmetric dis-
tributions of the correlation coefficients. In the absence of a
reliable external reference for the positions of all quasars, the

possibility of examining the true errors in position is limited.
Given that the positions are derived from the same data as the
other parameters, we expect the situation of the positions to
be similar to the other parameters (Gaia Collaboration 2018b).
More work needs to be done on the declinations and right ascen-
sions of these quasars with the help of VLBI (Charlot 2019) in
the future.
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